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Minicomputers - definition of Minicomputers by The Free Dictionary But, laptops are not even considered a mini
computer anymore. We now have even lighter, more portable solutions. Types of Minicomputers Minicomputers - the
history of computing project Minicomputer - Wikipedia Definition of Minicomputers Our online dictionary has
Minicomputers information from Computer Sciences dictionary. : English, psychology Minicomputers - Google Books
Result minicomputer definition: a computer intermediate in size, power, storage capacity, etc. between a mainframe and
microcomputer Mainframes and Minicomputers - The MSI Aegis barebones gaming pc comes with a breathtaking
case design that is compact, easy to upgrade, and can power up to a full sized MSI GeForce Minicomputer dictionary
definition minicomputer defined Minicomputers definition, a computer with processing and storage capabilities
smaller than those of a mainframe but larger than those of a microcomputer. Minicomputer Definition - Tech Terms
Un minicomputer si puo definire come un computer con prezzo e prestazioni intermedi fra un mainframe e un
microcomputer con un sistema che permetteva none While a minicomputer sounds like a small computer, the name can
be a bit misleading. In fact, minicomputers are several times the size of minicomputer Barebone / Mini Computers Desktop Computers in Canada at Memory Express, Inc. with a large selection of All-In-One Computers, Barebone
Computers, Business Computers, Gaming Minicomputer - Wikipedia The Minicomputers of the 70s This paper
gives an introduction to the computer architecture commonly referred to as minicomputers that was the state of the art in
the 1970s. Starting with an Minicomputer, Computer that is smaller, less expensive, and less powerful than a mainframe
or supercomputer, but more expensive and more powerful than a Minicomputers Define Minicomputers at Abstract.
The characteristics and costs of minicomputers are discussed along with peripherals, time-sharing, and turnkey systems.
The article concludes with a Amazon Best Sellers: Best Mini Computers - Minicomputers. Click for an xperimental
DEC page. Medium and large images will open in a new window. You can right click on a title and choose save link
Minicomputer - Wikipedia minicomputer n. A mid-sized computer, usually fitting within a single cabinet about the
size of a refrigerator, that has less memory than a mainframe. American What is a Minicomputer? - Definition from
Techopedia A minicomputer, a term no longer much used, is a computer of a size intermediate between a
microcomputer and a mainframe. Typically, minicomputers have What is minicomputer? - Definition from Search400 From Minicomputer: A minicomputer (colloquially, mini) is a class of multi-user computers that lies in the
middle range of the computing spectrum, in between the Category:Minicomputers - Wikipedia CDC-160A. Originally
designed to solve a problem with input and output on CDCs first large computer, the little 160 was later modified and
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sold as a separate Minicomputers SpringerLink De term minicomputer stamt uit de jaren zestig en zeventig, toen
computers nog grote apparaten waren die een hele zaal vulden, en waar een heel bedrijf Minicomputer Define
Minicomputer at Minicomputer definition, a computer with processing and storage capabilities smaller than those of a
mainframe but larger than those of a microcomputer. The Birth of the Minicomputer? - CHM Revolution Pages in
category Minicomputers. The following 63 pages are in this category, out of 63 total. This list may not reflect recent
changes (learn more). Rise and Fall of Minicomputers - Engineering and Technology A minicomputer, or
colloquially mini, is a class of smaller computers that developed in the mid-1960s[1][2] and sold for much less than
mainframe[3] and mid-size Mini Computers - Memory Express, Inc. A minicomputer, or colloquially mini, is a class
of smaller computers that developed in the mid-1960s and sold for much less than mainframe and mid-size computers
from IBM and its direct competitors. Minicomputer Definition of Minicomputer by Merriam-Webster Discover the
best Mini Computers in Best Sellers. Find the top 100 most popular items in Amazon Electronics Best Sellers.
Category:IBM minicomputers - Wikipedia Want a computer that doesnt take up a good sized chunk of your desk?
Here are a selection of PCs running a variety of operating systems What is Minicomputer? Webopedia Definition A
midsized computer. In size and power, minicomputers lie between workstations and mainframes.
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